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What should we use äs our measure of youth unemployment? Should w use the unconditional ratio of the number of unemployed to the size of the cohort displayed in parts (a) and (c) of Table 5, or should we use from parts (b) and (d) the rate of unemployment conditional on partici pation in the labor force? If we choose the first Option, we need go no further in our analysis of youth unemployment. For both young men and young women, "MODEL01" shows that the race differential is small and insignificantly different from zero.25  In that case, our emphasis raus t be on the lower labor force participation rates and lower employment-to-population ratios of blacks.26
Clearly, we must focus attention on conditional measures of unemployment if we are to say anything sensible about racial differ-ences in youth unemployment. The much lower labor force participation of blacks and their higher unemployment rates tend to cancel out each other completely in unconditional measures of unemployment. But "MODEL21" in Table 5(b) shows that the gross male racial differential is 12.6 percent and significant27 when we use a conditional measure of unemployment. Since 12.6 percent is less than the 18.5 percent unemployment rate for whites, however, among nonstudent male teenagers the widely believed, roughly two-to-one ratio of black unemployment to white unemployment was too pessimistic by one-third on census day in 1980; it was only 1.68.
What happens to the gross differential when we correct for region? "MODEL31," Table 5 (b) , teils us that the ratio of black to white male youth unemployment rates was 2.25 outside the South but only 1.52 in the South.28 The corresponding ratios for women are 2.5 and 2.0,
The asymptotic t-statistic for a logit Version of  "MODEL01"  is only 1.16;   the LPM does not lead us astray here.
26Freeman   (1982:116)  gives äs one of four   "basic findings" the following:     "Because determinants of youth unemployment often have  the same directional impact on labor force participation rates äs on employment,   [they]   have little effect, or occasionally a contradictory effect,  on unemployment rates.     This suggests that analyses focusing o unemployment can give misleading impressions about the determinants  of the youth labor market position."    Indeed,  the advance title of  the Conference at which Freeman presented his important paper was not  "The Youth  Labor Market Problem," but rather  "Youth Unemployment."     The approach here permits a more direct attack.
27The asymptotic t-statistic from the logistic regression,  3.94, confirms  the LPM result.
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The LPM framework gives unemployment rates for white Southerners, black non-Southerners,  and black Southerners äs sums of the coefficients.    For example,  the rate for black Southerners is  the sum of all four coefficients.

